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This three-book set by bestselling author don Miguel Ruiz offers his most widely acclaimed works:
Â The Four Agreements reveals the source of self-limiting beliefs that rob us of joy and create
needless suffering. Â The Mastery of Love illuminates the fear-based beliefs and assumptions that
undermine love and lead to suffering and drama in our relationships. Â The Voice of Knowledge
reminds us of a profound and simple truth: The only way to end our emotional suffering and restore
our joy in living is to stop believing in lies â€” mainly about ourselves.
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During my separation with my ex-husband he purchased these books for me. He said they were a
good read, and considering he's not a reader I couldn't wait to begin one of them!There are three in
this set, and they are all related to each other. In The Mastery of Love, the author repeats over and
over that love is the only thing that can provide happiness. The Toltecs believe everything is made
of love. The only way to master love is to practice love. It all revolves around us as an individual.In
the book The Four Agreements there are four rules to live by: Be impeccable with your word, don't
take anything personally, don't make assumptions, and finally, always do your best. Each of these is
detailed in separate chapters, and he notes that if we make these become habits that we practice
on a daily basis, our lives will be richer.In the book The Voice of Knowledge, he takes us back to
when we were little; before we even acquired a language. We were pure before learning to talk and
to understand spoken words. However, once we learn how to speak and to put meaning behind

words, then we become contaminated with knowledge that is riddled with lies. This book suggests
that we go back to the way we were before language poisoned our perceptions of ourself and helps
us to find that inner peace that we all strive for but not all are fortunate to find.Catherine Jean
Schoenbauer-Humphrey, author of When the Smoke Clears-How to Survive and Be Better Off With
or Without Your Cheating Spouse

Amazing! So Much Personal Power in such a small Book! Easy read and Makes you Think! I've only
read the first two books so far but they showed up at a time of upheaval in my life. Who doesn't ever
have That? Whether your life is in flux or no, This is a Must Read for Change.

The trilogy of writings are so profound! Knowing anyone who is lead to Don Miguel Ruiz's wisdom
will be truely blessed. My favorite part is found at the end of his first master piece, The Four
Agreements, pg.134, The Prayer for Love. Every time I read it, I find myself in a Holy Moment.
Thank you and enjoy your blessing. Also try this book by Gregg Braden Secrets of the Lost Mode of
Prayer: The Hidden Power of Beauty, Blessings, Wisdom, and

This is a must have for anyone that is at a crossroad in their life. It is life changing! This is a great
way to live you're life. If you are lost spirtualy this book is a great answer, especally for someone
that tends to lean towards reason. I LOVE IT! I work in treatment and recomend it to everyone I
meet that is stuggling to find spirtuality. Remember Spirtuality is diffrent than Religon!

Don Miguel Ruiz's Toltec wisdom is very akin to our own sense of wisdom and common sense. It is
reassuring to know that we already have this wisdom stored within us.... yet these books give us in
a subtle way a new space, a new perspective to contemplate our lives, and our roles in the
universe, our connection giving us faith in our deep human values.

This books are very inspiring and I definitely recommend the collection that includes The Four
Agreements, The Mastery Of Love and The Voice Of Knowledge they are all amazing books by a
great author Don Miguel Ruiz that is simply inspirational. I love that they come in a case and have
durable covers plus I got them at a good price witch was great.

This book changed my life, and way of thinking. It just makes so much sense, but I've never thought
that way before. No matter what your beliefs or religion, this book is a must!

The Four Agreements Toltec Wisdom Collection: 3-Book Boxed SetI enjoyed this 3 book set
immensely. I would recomend it to anyone. I have purchased this same set for several friends and
they also enjoyed the books and found the information both helpful and easy to
understand.Sometimes simple concepts or ideas can be life changing. If you are ready to make a
positive change in your life consider reading this book to help you find a place and or direction to
start.
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